Exit Tickets
Was this session helpful?
Yes -36
No - it exceeded my expectations
No - I had no clue what is was about
What can we do to improve?



























Keep things the same
I would suggest you use these forums as opportunity for community members to be
involved in the ongoing strategic planning meetings
Keep pitching
Encourage each person to give their opinion
Nothing
Media coverage may inspire more participation. More eyes, more ideas
Pictures of the school with water on the floor, the challenging roof, etc.
Short video walk through of existing facility as warm up for the presentation would
have helped those unfamiliar with the site
Parking, bus flow, impact on residents across the street
Saw notice in Sequim Gazette - social media might be used as well
More clarity as to what is proposed and why it wasn’t addressed prior to seeking
funding
Would have helped to show OPA area separately - in different color on graphic
Talk about long term savings in money
Talk about making the site ready to be used for another school
Great presentation - thank you
Nothing - lots of good details
Very nicely presented by Superintendent Neal. Discuss at onset Vanir - what is it?
Possibly use a larger projector of the options
How can we/you get more general population (voters) to attend these sessions
Keep doing this!
Think and talk more about OPA in this process
Explain the process and in doing so explain how concerns of mold & asbestos would
be taken care of
An agenda to answer covering all issues
Visuals in an easier viewing space
I like option 2 to keep all the kids in one area and not spend on relocating or renting
someplace else
What happens after this? Another bond, levy?

Anything else you would like us to know?



































I like option 1
Just do it correct the first time
I prefer option 3
You have done your homework
I heard about the meeting on the radio
The increase of the flexibility that you found out on the land owned by the district is
important
The mold in the community school is an important factor in re-using this space
Very well done
Wonderfully done
Make the kitchen big enough for scratch cooking - make sure you think about the
future
Appreciate you including long range vision how this relates to future construction
Will you publicize the outcome of meeting with OPA folks - to provide specifics on
what they will need in their space
Nice job Gary - your enthusiasm was inspiring
Thank you for sharing your 5 year goals and new ideas
Thank you for your long term vision and putting our students
Please advocate for what is best vs. cost
Just concerned about fir street traffic, parking & safety
Good presentation very informative
Option 3 seems to make the most sense in many ways, current needs, future flexibility,
cost and short timeline
I like option 2 but if this is not affordable I think we should stick with the baseline
Address transportation problems, parking on city streets, handouts were very helpful
Thanks for thinking outside the Horace Man box
All info on current and long term is excellent
Keep the communication coming
I love the vision! Just need a very strategic marking strategy
Great - thank you.
I like option 3 - gable roof
The chars, handouts & graphs were extremely helpful. Well laid out and very
informative.
Will surplus budget funds be used for non-matching fund projects?
Maybe tie in how the changes mesh with vision/mission: Engage*Empower*Thrive
The information was well presented
I appreciate review of the background events - even though I have lived here for 10
years, it refreshed and clarified the context of our current situation.
Glad for your continued encouragement of community member’s involvement?
Option 3 give the best solution. It allows for growth & districts vision for this growth &
organization. Kids first!

